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Abstract--A space of boundary values is constructed for minimal symmetric operator, generated 
by discrete Hamiltonian system, acting in the Hilbert space l 2 (Z E ~ E) (Z--{0, -4-1, =t=2,... }, 
dim E = n < oo) with deficiency indices (n, n) (in limit-circle case at 4-00 and limit point case at 
Too). A description of all maximal dissipative, maximal accretive, and self-adjoint extensions of 
such a symmetric operator is given in terms of boundary conditions at =t=oo. We investigate two 
classes of maximal dissipative operators with boundary conditions, called 'dissipative at -oo '  and 
'dissipative at oo'. In each of these cases we construct aself-adjoint dilation of the maximal dissipative 
operator and its incoming and outgoing spectral representations, which make it possible to determine 
the scattering matrix of the dilation in terms of the Titchmarsh-Weyl matrix-valued function of the 
self-adjoint operator. We also construct a functional model of the maximal dissipative operator and 
define its characteristic function in terms of the scattering matrix of dilation. Finally, we prove 
the completeness of the system of eigenvectors and associated vectors of the maximal dissipative 
operators. © 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -D isc re te  Hamiltonian system, Self-adjoint and maximal dissipative xtensions ofmin- 
imal operator, Self-adjoint dilation, Scattering matrix, Functional model, Characteristic function, 
Completeness of the system of eigenvectors and associated vectors. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of extensions ofsymmetric operators i one of the basic directions in operator theory. 
The first fundamental results in this area were obtained by vonNeumann [1]. In operator theory, 
there exists an abstract scheme of constructing maximal dissipative (self-adjoint) extensions of 
symmetric operators that are parametrized bycontraction (unitary) operators (see [2-7]). How- 
ever, regardless of the general scheme, the problem of the description of the maximal dissipative, 
maximal accretive and self-adjoint extensions of the given symmetric differential nd difference 
operator via the boundary conditions is of considerable interest. This problem is particularly 
interesting in the case of singular operators, because at the singular ends of the interval under 
consideration the usual boundary conditions are in general meaningless. 
One general method of spectral analysis of non-self-adjoint (dissipative) operators i the method 
of contour integration of the resolvent. This method requires a sharp estimate of the resolvent 
on expanding contours epaxating the spectrum. The applicability of this method is restricted to 
weak perturbations of self-adjoint operators and operators with sparse discrete spectrum. Since 
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for wide classes of singular problems there are no asymptotics ofthe solutions, the method cannot 
be applied to them. 
The theory of dilations with application of functional models represents a new trend in the 
spectra/theory of dissipative (contractive) operators [8,9]. A central part in this theory is played 
by the characteristic function, which carries the complete information on the spectral properties 
of the dissipative operator. Thus, in the incoming spectral representation f the dilation, the 
dissipative operator becomes the model. The problem of the completeness of the system of 
eigenvectors and associated vectors is solved in terms of the factorization of the characteristic 
function. The computation ofthe characteristic functions of the dissipative operators requires by 
the construction and investigation of the self-adjoint dilation and the corresponding scattering 
problem, in which the characteristic function is realized as the scattering matrix [10]. 
In this paper, we consider the minimal symmetric operator, generated by discrete Hamiltonian 
system, acting in the Hilbert space ~(Z;  E @ E) (where Z = {0, 4-1, +2,.. .  }, and E is an 
n-dimensional (n < Oo) Euclidean space) with deficiency indices (n, n) (in limit-circle case at 
=koo and limit point case at Too). We construct a space of boundary values of the minimal 
operator, and describe all maximal dissipative, maximal accretive, and self-adjoint extensions 
of such a symmetric operator in terms of boundary conditions at ±oo. We investigate two 
classes of maximal dissipative operators with boundary conditions, called 'dissipative at -oo' 
and 'dissipative at c0'. In each of these cases, we construct a self-adjoint dilation of the maximal 
dissipative operator and its incoming and outgoing spectral representations and determine the 
scattering matrix of the dilation, using to the scheme Lax and Phillips. With the help of the 
incoming spectral representation, wethen construct afunctional model of the maximal dissipative 
operator and define its characteristic function in terms of the Titchmarsh-Weyl matrix-valued 
function of a self-adjoint operator and investigate its analytic properties. Finally, using these 
results, we prove the theorems on completeness of the system of eigenvectors and associated 
vectors of the maximal dissipative operators. Results of the paper are new even in the scalar 
(dim E = 1) case (in the case of the one-dimensional discrete Dirac system). 
2. EXTENSIONS OF  A SYMMETRIC  OPERATOR 
For sequences 
(¢') 
of vectors y(1), y~2) 6 E, we consider the discrete Hamiltonian system, 
C°(2) _B_ (2)_p . (1 )  A fA - (1 ) -D- (2 )~ 
- kYk+l (2.1) "1- ky  k -I- ky  k : ~ ky  k -1- ky  k ] , 
(£1Y)k := B;y(1) _ . , .  (1) _ ~ . (2) A/D*" (1) _ R "(2)~ ~k- lYk-1 t tqky k = ~ kYk ~ kYk ] , 
where A is a complex spectral parameter, Ck, Bk, Pk, Qk, Ak, Dk, Rk are linear operators 
* (A~ Dk) is a (matrices) acting in E, detCk # 0, detBk #0,  Pk -----P~, Qk = Qk, and A~ := o~ n~ 
positive operator in E @ E, i.e., Ak > 0 (k C Z). 
System (2.1) is a discrete analog (for Ck = +I, k E Z, where I is the identity operator in E) 
of Hamiltonian system given by 
j dy (x) + B (x) y (x) = AA (x) y (x), 
dx 
where J = (±z° 7=1o ) (O is the zero operator in E), y(x) = 
B(x) = ( p (x) 
\ E* (x) 
z ~ ~ := (-c~, ~), 
y2(~) ]' yl(x)'y2(x) C E, 
E(x) )  A (x )=(A(x )  D(x ) )  
Q(x) ' D*(x) R (x )  ' 
(2.2) 
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B(x) = B*(x), A(x) > 0 for almost all x C R, and the entries of the (2n × 2n) matrices A(x) 
and B(x) are Lebesgue measurable and locally integrable functions on R (see [11]). 
For two arbitrary vector-valued sequences, 
f y(1)} 
and 
denote by [y, z] the sequence of complex numbers with components [y, z]k defined by [y, z]k = 
(y(1), Ckz(2)+l)E -- kWkYk+l,/'~° (2) Z(1))B (k • X). It is easy to verify the Green's formula, 
[((~lY)k'Zk)E~E-- (yH,(~IZ)k)EoE ] = [y, Zlm-- [y, Zls_l , 
k=s 
s<m,  s, mEZ.  (2.3) 
To pass from the system (2.1) to operators, we introduce the Hilbert space H := g~(N; E @ E) 
oo A consisting of all vector-valued sequences y = {Yk} (k E Z), such that ~k=-c~( kYk, Yk)E$E < c~ 
with the inner product (y, z) = ~ A ~- k=-oo( kYk, Zk)E~E, where A := {Ak} (k E 7/.). Denote by 
glY (resp., gy) the vector-valued sequence with components (glY)k (resp., (gY)k := A-kl(glY)k) 
(k C Z). Next, denote by D the linear set of all the vectors y E H, such that gy E H. We define 
the maximal operator L on D by the equality Ly = gy. 
It follows from (2.3) that for all y, z E D the limits [y, z]_~ = lim~_~_~[y, z]~, [y, z]~ = 
l imm-~[y,z]m exist and are finite. Therefore, passing to the limits as s --* -co and m --* c~ 
in (2.4), we get that for arbitrary vectors y, z E D, 
(Ly, z) - (y, Lz) = [y, z]~ - [y, z]_oo. (2.4) 
In H, we consider the dense linear set D~ consisting of finite vectors (i.e., vectors having only 
finitely many nonzero components). Denote by L~ the restriction of the operator L to D~. It 
follows from (2.5) that L~ is symmetric. Consequently, it admits closure. Its closure is denoted 
by L0. The domain Do of Lo consists of precisely those vectors y E D satisfying the condition, 
[y, z]oo - [y, z]_~ = 0, Vz C D. The minimal operator Lo is a symmetric operator with deficiency 
indices (n_, n+), where 0 _< n~= < 2n. The operator L is an adjoint of the operator Lo : L = L~. 
The computation of the deficiency indices of L0 can be reduced to the computation of the 
deficiency indices for the case of half-line. Indeed, l~,(7/,; E @ E) is the orthogonal sum of the 
space/~,(N_; E @ E) (N_ = {-1, -2 , -3 , . . .  }) and/2(N; E @ E) (N := {0, 1,2,...  }) which are 
imbedded in the natural way in 12(Z; E ~ E). Denote by Lo(L_ ) and L+(L+) the minimal 
(maximal) operators generated by g in the spaces g2 (N_; E @ E) and g~ (N; E @ E), respectively, 
and D~o(D~=) is a domain of Lmo(L~). Then, it is not hard to see that the equality defLo = 
defL o + defL + holds for the defect number defLo of Lo. 
CASE (a). We now let L o have deficiency indices (0, 0), and L + have deficiency indices (n, n) 
so that the Weyl limit-point case is at -oo and limit-circle case is at c~ for the expression g or 
the operator L0. Then, the operator L0 has deficiency indices (n, n), and [y, z]_~ = 0 for all 
y, z E D. Therefore, 
(Ly, z) - (y, Lz) = [y,z]~, Vy, z e D. (2.5) 
The domain Do of L0 consists of precisely those vectors y C D satisfying the condition, 
[y, z]~¢ = 0, 
The Wronskian of the two matrix solutions, 
Z = {Yk} = ]. y(2) , 
V z C D. (2.6) 
{ ~;,(1) } 
z= {zk}  : ~(2) , ~k 
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of the system (2.1) is Wk(Y, Z) := Z (2)*~*v(~)k+l~.k -z~ ~(')*'~t~%+l'~(~) (k • Z). Wk(Y, Z) is independent 
of k. The solutions Y and Z of this system are linearly independent if and only if Wk(Y, Z) is 
nonzero. 
Denote by P(A) = {Pk(A)} and Q(A) = {Qk(A)} (k e E) the matrix solutions of (2.1) satisfying 
the initial conditions, 
= s, e0 = o ,   (11 = o ,  = (2.z) 
We have that Wk(P(A), Q(A)) = S, (k ~ g). Consequently, P(A) and Q(A) form a fundamental 
system of solutions of (2.1). 
We set U = P(0), V = Q(0), and 
Y(i) :=V(ki)c:= (rr(i) v(~)~ (c2)  (i 1,2), k \" k , "k J c2 = urr(~)~k Cl  -t- V~, (i)~k c2 = 
where cl, c2 C E, and let 
Then, one can show that 
/ v(2)*~. _V(')*C~] 
~--- / " k+l  ~k  
\ ~+1-~ U(~I)*C~ ] 
and 
U~-I - - - JU~J(Co c~O) (k~) ,  
) = J*, = I~$E, IE.~ is the identity operator on E ~ E. Let us adopt where 
I J o J = i -1 o , je  
the following notation, 
:= ¢(WlY)k) (y(k 1) ) / V,(2)*C *~(1) V, (1)*~-(2) \ =[ ~+1 k~k -- k "~kYk+l / (k~Z) .  
(WY)k \(Wly)k := Ukl /y  (2) t U(2)*o*o (1) _ rr(1)*,~ . (2) ] 
\ k+l  \ - -  k+l"- 'kYk T~k t -zkYkq- l /  
Then, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. For arbitrary vector y E D, the limit l imk-~(Wy)k = (Wy) (oo) ex/sts and is a 
finite. 
PROOF. Let y, z E D. Then, Green's formulas (2.3) and (2.5) hold. Further, for y(i) = V~)c 
(i = 1,2), y = {Yk} C D, and z = {zk} e D, we have (k E N) 
x k+l / /  E(I)E \ k+ l /  E@E 
=i g C; 0 Ukc, (2) = i  c,U~ O C; J z(2+) 1 
= i (ac, (Wz)k)~,~. 
E~E 
From this it follows that, for all z E D, there exists the limit limk_.~(Wz)k ---- (Wz)(oc) and 
is a finite. The lemma is proved. 
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LEMMA 2.2. For any vectors a, fl ~ E, there exists an dement y ~ D+ satisfying the conditions, 
(w~)  (~o) = ~, (w~y) (oo) = ~. (2.8) 
PROOF. Let f be an arbitrary element in t~,(N; E ¢ E) satisfying the conditions, 
(f, Vej) = aj, (f, Uej) =-f l j ,  j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,2n ,  (2.9) 
where {ej} (j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n )  is an orthonormal basis in E, and aj = (a, ej)E, flj = (fl, ej)E 
(j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n). Such an element f exists, and even among linear combinations of the elements 
Uej and Vek (j, k = 1, 2 , . . .  ,n). Since the operator L0 has deficiency indices (n, n), we have Uej, 
(J) ~ e(:~)Vej, (2.9) Vej E H, (j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n). Indeed, if one sets f -- :)'~-j=l c1 Uej + ~- j=l conditions 
will be a system of equations for the constants c~ j), c (j) (j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n) whose determinant is
the Gram determinant of linearly independent vectors Uej, Vek (j, k -- 1, 2 , . . . ,  n), and hence, is 
not equal to zero. 
Let us denote by y = {Yk}, the solution of the equation gy = f satisfying the condition, yO~ = 
y(2) = 0. This solution belongs to /~(N;  E @ E). Applying (2.3) as s --* -c~,  m --~ co, we obtain 
(I, ueA = (~, ueD = b, Ue~]~ + (y,~Ue~), 
(2.~o) (f, ve~) = (e~, ve~) = [~, v~]oo + (~,weA .
Taking into account that ~Uej = O, ~Ve~ = 0, we have (y,~Uej) = O, (y, fVe3) = 0 (j = 
1, 2 , . . . ,n ) .  Then, from relation (2.10), it follows that - f l j  --- [y, Uej]~ = --((W2y)(oo),e~)E, 
a~ = [y, Ye i ]~ = ((Wly)(c~),ej)E (j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ) .  From this, we have (W~y)(oo) = a, 
(W2y)(oc) = ft. Lemma 2.2 is proved. 
LEMMA 2.3. For arbitrary vectors y, z ~ D, the identity 
b, z]k = ((w~y)k, (W~z)k)~ - ((w:y)k, (w~)k)  E 
holds. In particular, 
(k e z) 
b, z]oo = ((w~y) (oo), (w2z) (oo) )~ - ((w:y) (oo), (w~=) (oo))~ . 
PROOF. For arbitrary y, z C D, 
((WlY)k, (W2z) k) E - ( (W2Y)k , (Wl z)k) E = i ( J (wy)k , (Wz)k) .e= 
= i (au-il f y(kl) "~ ~,-i f z(kl) , ) 
(:) j,-k \=G) \YkTl/ EfgE 
t (2) / , JU*k J  * 0 (2) 
\Y~+l l  Ck tzkq-1)  E~E 
k-I-1 \Zk + I ) ,] S~¢E 
( (~k O )(y(kl)~ (Z(1)~) 
=i  J Ck t.(2) ] , t  (2) ! \Ykq-1 / \Zk+l/ E~E 
= [y, z]~ (k e z ) .  
Passing to the limit as k --* oo in the previous equality, we get 
((wly) (oo), (W~z) (00))~ - ((w~y) (00), (Wlz) (oo)) E = b, z]~ . 
The lemma is proved. 
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THEOREM 2.4. The domain Do of the operator Lo consists of precisely those elements y • D 
satisfying the boundary conditions at infinity, 
(w~y) (~)  = (w~y) (~)  = o. (2.11) 
PROOF. As noted above, the domain Do of the operator L0 coincides with the set of all elements 
y • D satisfying condition (2.6). By virtue of Lemma 2.3, (2.6) is equivalent to the condition, 
((Wly) (oo), (W2z) (~) )~ - ((w~y) (~) ,  (wlz)  (~))E  = 0. (2.12) 
By virtue of Lemma 2.2, no restrictions are imposed upon the vectors (Wlz)(oo) and (W2z)(oo) 
(z C D). Therefore, (2.12) can hold for all z E D if and only if conditions (2.11) are valid. 
Theorem 2.4 is proved. 
Let us recall (see [6, p. 155]) that the triplet (7-(, F~, F2), where 7"/is a Hilbert space and F~, F2 
are linear mappings of D(S*) into ~, is called a space of boundary values of a closed symmetric 
operator S, acting in a Hilbert space H with equal (finite or infinite) deficiency indices, if 
(i) for any f ,g  • D(S*), (S*f,g)H -- (f, S*g)H = ( r l f ,  r~f )~ - (rlg, r2g)~; 
(ii) for any F1, F2 • 7-/, there exists a vector f • D(S*), such that r l f  = F~, r2 f  -- F2. 
In our case, denote by F1, F2 the linear mappings of D into E defined by 
f l y  = - (w:y) (oo), r~y = (w~y) (o~). (2.13) 
Then, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.5. The triplet (E, F1,F:) defined by (2.13) is a space of boundary values of the 
minimal operator Lo. 
PROOF. By Lemma 2.3, for arbitrary , z E D, we have 
( Ly, z) - (y, nz) = [y, z]oo = ( (Wly)(oo), (W2z)(cc) )E - ( (W2y)(cc), (Wl z)(cC) E 
= (f ly,  r~z)E - (r~y, r~z)~, 
i.e., the first assumption of the definition of the space of boundary values is valid. 
The second requirement of the definition of a space of boundary values will be proved as the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.6. For any ~, fl E E, there is a vector y C D satisfying 
(w ly )  (oo) = a, (w2y) (oo) = p. 
PROOF. The operator Lo + has deficiency indices (n, n). By Lemma 2.4 there are vectors y+ = 
{yk} (k E N), y+ E D+ and y-  = {Yk} (Yk = 0, k e N_), satisfying the conditions (Wly+)(oo) = 
a, (W2y+)(cc) = f~. Then, it is obvious that y = {yk} (k E Z) is the desired vector in D. 
Theorem 2.5 is proved. 
Recall that a linear operator T (with dense domain D(T)) acting on some Hilbert space H 
is called dissipative (accretive) if Im(Tf, f) > 0 (Im(Tf, f) <_ 0) for all f e D(T) and maximal 
dissipative (maximal accretive) if it does not have a proper dissipative (accretive) extension. 
By [4,5] and [6, p. 156, Theorem 1.6], Theorem 3.1 implies the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.7. For any contraction K in E, the restriction of the operator L to the set of vectors 
y E D satisfying the boundary condition, 
(K - I)  Fly + i (K + 1) r2y = 0 (2.14) 
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or 
(K - I) Fly - i (K + I) F2y = 0 (2.15) 
is, respectively, a maxima/ dissipative or a maximal accretive extension of the operator Lo. 
Conversely, every maxima/dissipative (maximal accretive) extension of the operator Lo is the 
restriction of the operator L to the set of vectors y e D satisfying (2.14) ((2.15)), and the 
contraction K is uniquely determined by the extension. These conditions give a self-adjoint 
extensions if and only if K is unitary. 
CASE (b). We now let L o have deficiency indices (n, n) and L + have deficiency indices (0, 0) so 
that the Weyl limit-circle case is at -co  and limit-point case is at co for the expression g or the 
operator Lo. The operator Lo has deficiency indices (n, n). Then, [y, z]c~ = 0 for all y, z • D, we 
have 
fLy, z) - (y, Lz) = -[y,z]_oo , Vy, z • D. (2.16) 
THEOREM 2.8. The domain Do of the operator Lo consists of precisely those vectors y • D 
satisfying the following boundary conditions, 
[y, u]_o  = [y, = 0. (2.1v) 
We consider the following linear maps of D into E 
Gly  ~--- (Wly)  ( -00)  , G2y ~-  - (W2y) (-(x3) . (2.18) 
Then, the next two theorem can be proved in the same way as in Case (a). 
THEOREM 2.9. The triplet (E, G1, G2) defined according to (2.18) is a space of boundary values 
of the operator Lo. 
THEOREM 2.10. For any contraction K in E, the restriction of the operator L to the set of 
vectors y E D satisfying the boundary condition, 
(K - I) Gly + i (g + I) G2y = 0 (2.19) 
or 
(K - I) Gly - i (K + I) G2y = 0 (2.20) 
is, respectively, a maximal dissipative or a maxima/ accretive extension of the operator Lo. 
Conversely, every maximal dissipative (maximal accretive) extension of the operator Lo is the 
restriction of the operator L to the set of vectors y C D satisfying (2.19) ((2.20)), and the 
contraction K is uniquely determined by the extension. These conditions give a self-adjoint 
extensions if and only if K is unitary. 
In the sequel, we shall study the maximal dissipative operators L~ and L +, where K is a 
strict contraction (i.e., [[K[[E < 1) on E, generated by expression g and the boundary condition 
(2.14) and (2.19), consequently. Since K is a strict contraction, the boundary conditions (2.14) 
and (2.19) are equivalent to 
Fly - BF2y = 0 (2.21) 
and 
Gly - BG2y = 0, (2.22) 
consequently, where B -- - i (K -  I ) - I (K -k  I), ImB > 0 and K is the Cayley transform of the 
dissipative operator B. We denote by L + (-- L+K) and L~ (= LK) the operators generated by 
expression g and the boundary conditions (2.21) and (2.22), consequently. 
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3. SELF -ADJO INT  D ILAT IONS OF  THE 
MAXIMAL D ISS IPAT IVE  OPERATORS 
Let us add to the space H the 'incoming' and 'outgoing' channels D~= : D_ = L:(R_;E)  
(JR_ := ( -~,0] )  and D+ = L2(R+;E) (~+ := [0, cc)). We form the orthogonal sum 7-/ = 
D_ @ H @ D+ and call it the main Hilbert space of the dilation. In T/, we consider the operator 
£+ generated by expression, 
/ .  d~- .d~ + \ 
= 
on the set D(£ +) of elements (~-,u,~+> satisfying the conditions, ~-  ~ W~(~_;E),  ~+ 
W~(](+; E), u ~ D, and 
r~u-  BF2u = T~-  (0), F~u - B*F2u = T~ + (0), (3.2) 
where W21(R~:) is the Sobolev space, and T 2 := 2IMP,  T > 0. Then, we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. The operator £+ is self-hal joint in 7{ and it is a self-adjoin~ dilation of the maximal 
dissipative operator L+ ( L + ). 
PROOF. Let U~ = (~,  u~, ~+} e D(£ +) and U2 = (~-, u2, ~+) e D(~:+). Then, (£+V~, U2)n-  
(U~, £+V:)n = i(~7(0), V~(0)E -- i(V+(0), ~+(0)E +(FLU1, F~u~)~ -(F~Ul, F~u~))~. Using the 
boundary conditions (2.14), we obtain by direct computation i(~-(0), ~-(O)E--i(~ + (0), ~+ (0)E+ 
- = 0, ie ,  - = 0.  That is, £s  is a 
symmetric operator. 
It can be shown that £+ and £~* operators can be written as the expression £. Let us 
describe the domain of £+*. We shall compute the terms outside the integral sign, which are 
obtained by integration by parts in bilinear form (£+BU1,U~)n (U~ = (~-,u~,~ +) e D(£+), 
U2 ~ - .~ (~2, u2, ~2) ~ D(£+*)) • Their sum is equal to zero, 
(Flu1, F2u2)E - (F2ul, FlU2)E + i (~- (0), ~2 (0)E) -- i (~+ (0), ~+ (0)E) = 0. (3.3) 
Further, solving the boundary conditions (2.14) for Flu1 and F2Ul ,  we  find that 
Flu, = T~ 7 (0) + iBT -1 (~- (0) - ~+ (0)), F2ul = iT -1 (~- (0) - ~+ (0)). 
Therefore, (3.3) is equivalent to the equality, 
i (~ + (0),~+ (0)) E - i (~-  (0),~2 (0))E = (f lu1, r u )E - (r2 1, rl  )s 
= (T~- (0),F2U2)E 
+i(BT  -1 (~[ (0) - ~+ (0)),FlU2)E 
- -  i (T -1 (~1 (0) - ~+ (0)),FlU2)E. 
Since the values ~(0)  can be arbitrary vectors, a comparison of the coefficients of ~(0)  (i = 
1, 2, . . . ,  n) on the left and right of this equality gives that the vector 0"2 = (~2, us, ~+/ (~2 E 
W21(R_; E), ~+ E W21 (]~+; E), u2 C D) satisfies the boundary conditions r lu2 -Br2u2  = 
* ~t and FlU2 - B F2 2 = T~+(0). Therefore, D(£: +*) C D(£+), and hence, £+* = E +. 
The self-adjoint operator £+ generates the unitary group U + = exp(i£+t) (t C JR) on 7"/. 
Denote by P : 7-I --~ H and P1 : H --~ 7-( the mappings defined by P : (~- ,u ,~ +) --* u and 
P1 : u ~ (0, u, 0), respectively. Let Zt = PU+P1, t >_ O. The family {Zt} (t > 0) of operators is 
a strongly continuous emigroup of completely nonunitary contractions on H. Denote by S the 
generator of this semigroup {Zt} : Sy = limt-~+o(it)-l(Zty - y). The operator S is a maximal 
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dissipative and operator £+ is called the self-adjoint dilation of S. We show that S = L +, and 
hence,/:+ is a self-adjoint dilation of L+. To do this, we first verify the relation, 
--1 
P(£+-X I ) - Ip ly= (L~-x I  y, ye l l ,  ImA<0.  (3.4) 
To this end, we set (£+ - AI)- lP ly = g = (~b-, z, ¢+). Then, (£.+ - AI)g = PlY, and hence, 
£z - Az = y, ¢-(~) = ¢-(0)e -iM and ¢+(¢) -- ¢+(0)e -i~¢. Since g C D(/:+B), hence, ~b- E 
L2(R_; E); it follows that ¢-(0) = 0, and consequently, z satisfies the boundary condition 
Flz - BF2z = O. Therefore, z E D(L+), and since a point A with ImA < 0 cannot be an 
eigenvalue of a dissipative operator, it follows that z = (L+ - AI)- ly.  Thus, for y E H and 
ImA < 0, we have (£+B- AI)- IPly -- (0, (L+B- A1)-lY, T- I ( r~Y-B*r2y)e -~¢)  • Next, applying 
the mapping P to this equality, we obtain (3.4). 
It is now easy to show that S = L +. Indeed, by (3.4), 
/0 /0 
( )1 __ 
L + - AI = P (£+ - A1) -1  P1 - i P  dtP1 = - i  dt  = (S  - A I )  -1  , 
from which it is clear that L + = S. Theorem 3.1 is proved. 
In 7-/, we consider the operator £~ generated by expression (3.1) on the set D(£~) of elements 
(~- ,u ,~ +) satisfying the conditions: ~-  E W~(R_;E), ~+ e WI(R+;E), u E D, and 
Glu - BG2u = T~-  (0), Glu - B*G2u = T~ + (0), (3.5) 
where T 2 := 2ImB, T > 0. Then, we have the theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. The operator £~ is self-adjoint in 7~ and it is a self-adjoint dilation of the maximal 
dissipative operator L B (LK). 
4. SCATTERING THEORY OF THE D ILAT IONS 
AND FUNCTIONAL MODELS OF  THE 
MAXIMAL D ISS IPAT IVE  OPERATORS 
We denote by ~(k) and ¢(A) the matrix solutions of the system (2.1) with conditions, 
(WI~) (-c~) = O, (W2~) (-co) = I, (W1¢) (-co) = I, (W2¢) (-oc) = O. 
The Titchmarsh-Weyl matrix-valued (n × n) function M~ (A) of the self-adjoint operator L~ 
generated by the boundary condition (W2y)(-oc) = 0 is uniquely determined from the condition 
[~(A) + ¢(A)M~c(A)]c e £~(Z;E), Yc e E, ImA ~ 0. In this case, M~(A), is not in general a 
meromorphic function on C, but is a holomorphic function with ImA ¢ 0, Im),ImM~(A) < 0 
and M~*(A) = M~(~) for all A E C, except he real poles of M~(A). Suppose that the function 
M~(A) is meromorphic in C. This condition is equivalent to the fact that any self-adjoint 
extension of the operator L0 has a purely discrete spectrum. 
We denote by ¢(A) and X(),) the matrix solutions of system (2.1) with conditions, 
(w~¢) (~) = i, (w~¢) (~) = o, (win) (~) = o, (w2x) (~) = i. 
The Titchmarsh-Weyl matrix-valued (n × n) function M+(A) of the self-adjoint operator L+ 
generated by the boundary condition (Wly)(co) = 0 is uniquely determined from the condition 
[¢(A) + X(A)M+(A)]c e g2(Z; E @ E), Vc E E, ImA ~ 0. In this case M+(A) is not in general a 
meromorphic function on C, but is a holomorphic function with Im A ~ 0, Im Aim M+(A) < 0, 
and M+*(A) ---- M+(A) for all A E C, except he real poles of M+(A). Suppose that the function 
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I//+(A) is meromorphic in C. This condition is equivalent to the fact that any self-adjoint 
~xtension of the operator L0 has a purely discrete spectrum. 
Let 
SB ~ (A) = (ImB) -1/2 (Mg (A) + B) (Mg (A) + B*) -1 (ImB) 1/2 . (4.1) 
?he matrix-valued function SB ~ (A) is meromorphic function in C, with all its poles in the lower 
Lair-plane, IISB~(A)I[E _ 1 for all ImA > 0, and SB~(A) is a unitary matrix for all A e R. 
The unitary group {U~} (U~ := exp(i£~Bt), t e N) has an important property which allows 
Ls to apply the Lax-Phillips scheme [10], namely, it has the incoming and outgoing subspaces 
9_ = (L2(R_; E), 0, 0) and D+ = (0, 0, L2(R+; E)} with the following properties: 
(1) UtD 2 C D_, t <_ 0; UtD+ c D+, t >_ 0; 
(2) N,_<o VtD- = N zo VtD+ = {0}; 
(3) Ut>o UtD_ = Ut<o UtD+ = 1"l; 
(4) D_ A_ D+. 
Property (4) is obvious. To prove Property (1) for D+ (the proof for D_ is similar), we set 
= - /kz )  - I  for all /k with Im/k < 0. Then, for any / = e D+, we have 
~f  = (O,O,-ie-~)~ f:e-iXsT+(s)ds. So, we have R~f  e D+. Therefore, if g_LD+, then 
I= (R~ f, g)7~ = - i  fo  e-~t(U~ f' g)tt d/k, Im/k < 0. From this, it follows that (U~ f, g)7~ = 0 
or all t > 0. Hence, U~D+ C D+ for t > 0, and thus, Property (1) has been proved. 
To prove Property (2) for D+ (the proof for D_ is similar), we denote by P+ : 7-/-* L2(R+; E) 
Lnd P+ : L2(~+;E) --* D+ the mappings defined by P+ : (~_,u,#+) --* ~+ and P+ : ~ --* 
0, 0, T), respectively. We note that the semigroup of isometrics Vt ± -- P+U~P~, t >_ 0 is 
one-sided shift in L2(A+; E). Indeed, the generator of the semigroup of the one-sided shift 
Z, in L2(R+; E) is the differential operator " d z(~) with the boundary condition ~(0) = 0. On 
he other hand, the generator S4- of the semigroup of isometrics V, +, t > 0, is the operator 
~4-~ = p+£~Bp+f = p+E~B(0,0,~) = p+(0,0, iad~) = idd_d_~, where ~ E W21(~+) and ~(0) = 0. 
{owever, since a semigroup is uniquely determined by its generator, it follows that V, 4- = Vt, and 
mnce, At>0 U~D+ = (0, 0, ~t>0 VtL2(R+; E)) = {0}, i.e., Property (2) is proved. 
We recall that the linear operator A (with domain D(A)) acting in the Hilbert space H is called 
:ompletely non-self-adjoint (or simple) if there is no invariant subspace M C_ D(A) (M # {0}) 
ff the operator A on which the restriction A to M is self-adjoint. 
~EMMA 4.1. The operator L~B is completely non-self-adjoint (simple). 
aROOF. Let H' C H be a nontrivial subspace in which L B (the proof for L + is similar) induces a
~elf-adjoint operator L~ with domain D(L'B) = H' e D(LB). If f 6 K M (LB) , then f C D(LB*) 
md Gxf - BG2f = 0, Gl f  - B*G2f = 0, i.e., Gl f  = G2f = 0. From this for eigenvectors ux of 
~perator L~ that lie in K and are eigenvectors of L~, we have (Wlux)(-oo) = 0, (W2u~)(-oo) = 
), and ux = 0. Since Moo(/k) is meromorphic function in C, from this it can be concluded that 
;he resolvent R~ (LB) of the operator L~ is a compact operator, and hence, the spectrum of L~,is 
rarely discrete. Hence, by the theorem on expansion in eigenvectors of the self-adjoint operator 
5~, we have H' = {0}, i.e., the operator LB is simple. The lemma is proved. 
We set = U >o D_  , = U,<_o D + 
:,EMMA 4.2. The equality ~_  + H~+ = H holds. 
?ROOF. Using Property (1) of the subspace D±, it is easy to show that the subspace 7-/~: = 
~/63 (~_~ + 7-/~) is invariant relative to the group {Ut ~ } and has the form 7~: = (0, H~:, 0}, where 
Sr~ is a subspace in H. Therefore, if the subspa~e 7/~ (and hence, also H~:) were nontrivial, then 
;he unitary group {U~'}, restricted to this subspace, would be a unitary part of the group {Ut~}, 
md hence, the restriction L~B ' of L~ to H'~ would be a self-adjoint operator in H~. From the 
~implicity of the operator L~B, it follows that H~ = {0}, i.e., 7-/'~ = {0}. The lemma is proved. 
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In the scheme of the Lax-Phillips cattering theory, the scattering matrix is defined in terms of 
the theory of spectral representations. We now proceed to their construction, and on this path 
we also prove Property (3) of the incoming and outgoing subspaces. 
Let U~(~,;) = (e-~¢ej, 8()0(M~*(/1 ) + B)-ITej, S~*e-~:~%j), j = 1, 2,..., n, where 8() 0 = 
¢(A) + qo(;~)M~()~), and el, e2,.. . ,  e,~ are the orthonormal basis for E. It must be noted that 
vectors U~(j = 1, 2 , . . . ,n)  for all )~ E R do not belong to 7/. However, U~ (j = 1, 2 , . . . ,n)  
satisfies the equation/:U = ;~U and the boundary conditions (3.4) for the operator/2~. With 
the help of U~ (j = 1, 2, . . . ,  n), we define the transformation 5r_: f -~ ]_(/~), by (hr_f) (A) := 
n n U- -  ----- L ()k) := Ej=I f? (,~)ej := (1/v:2~) }--~-j=l (f, xj)n ej on the elements f (~o-, u, ~+), where 
~o-(~), p+(¢) are smooth, compactly supported vector-valued functions, and u = {uk}(k E Z) is 
a finite vector-valued sequence. 
LEMMA 4.3. The transformation 5r_ isometrically maps H2 onto L 2 (II~; E), and for all f, g E H_, 
the Parseval equality and the inversion formula are valid, 
±:'+,.1 (.f,g)~ = f~-(A)~-~(A)dA, f= V/-~j_ A. U~j~-(A ) dA, 
 here ]_ = and 0-  = 
PROOF. For f, g E D_, f = (qo-, 0, 0), g = (¢-,  0, 0), we have that 
1 ~ 1 f0  
]_(A) = ~ j l  E ( f '  U5)7{ = ~ J -  ~-(~)e ixe d( e H_ 2 (E), 
oo  
and in view of the usual Parseval equality for Fourier integrals, 
(f,g)~ = (qo-(~),¢-(~))E d~ = (L  (A),.~-(£))E dA = (JF-Y, hr-g)L,. 
OO OQ 
Here and below, H2~(E) denotes the Hardy classes in L2(R; E) consisting of the vector-valued 
functions analytically extendible to the upper and lower half-planes, respectively. 
We now extend the Parseval equality to whole of H S. For this purpose, we consider in H- ,  the 
dense set H'_ of elements f obtained as follows from the smooth, compactly supported vector- 
valued functions in D_ : f  E H ~_ i f f  = Ut:fo, f0 = (qo-,0,0), qo- E C~(R_;E) ,  where t: is a 
nonnegative number. In this case, if f,g E H-,  then for t > t I and t > tg, we have that U_-tf , 
U_-tg E (C~(R_; E), 0, 0). Therefore, since the operators Ut-- (t E N) are unitary, the equality 
5r-Utf  = 1/v/~Y'~j~=l(Utf, U~)~ej = (1/vf~)e ixt ~-~.~.=~(f, U~)~ej = eiat:'_f, implies that 
= (u_-,f, = (hr_v : j ,  
, 
= = (hr_ I ,  
By taking the closure in (4.2), we obtain the Parsevai equality for the whole of H - .  The 
inversion formula follows from the Parseval equality if all the integrals in it are understood as 
limits in the mean of the integrals on a finite intervals. Finally, we have 5r_H_ = Ut>o UtD-  = 
t.Jt>o e-°'tH2-(E) = L2(R; E), i.e., 5r_ maps H- onto whole L2(]l(; E). The lemma is proved. 
We set U~.(~, ~) = (S~(~)e-C~e~, O(~)(M~(,X) +B*)-~Tej, e-~X~ei), j = 1, 2,..., n, It must 
be noted that vectors U~ + (j = 1, 2, . . . ,  n) for all ,~ E ]~ do not belong to 7/. However, U:~ + (j = 
1,2 . . . .  , n) satisfies the equation/:U = £U and the boundary conditions (3.4) for the operator/:s" 
With the help of U~ (j = 1, 2, . . . ,  n), we define the transformation 5r+ : f --, f+ (,1) by (hr+f)(A) 
"- f+(A) := }-~.~=~ f~ (,~)e3 := (1/v/-~) ~2=~(f, U~)u e~ on the elements f = (~-, u, qo+), where 
qa-((), ~+ (q) are smooth, compactly supported vector-valued functions, and u = {uk}(k E Z) is 
a finite vector-valued sequence. The proof of the next result is analogous that of Lemma 4.3. 
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LEMMA 4.4. The transformation ]:+ isometrically maps H+ onto L2(R; E), and for all f, g E H+ , 
the Parseval equality and the inversion formula are valid, 
(f,g)n -- (A)O + (A) dA, f -- ~ U;+]j + (A) dA, 
--oo j= l  o~ j= l  
where  = and = 
Since S~ (A) is unitary matrix for all A E R, from the explicit expression for the vectors U~ 
and U~ (j -- 1, 2, . . . ,  n) it follows that 
?% 
j 
k=l  
where S~ (j, k = 1, 2, . . . ,  n) are entries of the matrix S B (A). Therefore, by Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 
this implies H_ = H+. Together with Lemma 4.2, this shows that 7-I = H_ -- H+. Hence, 
Property (3) for U t- above has been established for the incoming and outgoings ubspaces. 
Thus, the transformation 9 r_ isometrically maps 7-I onto L2(•; E); the subspace D_ is mapped 
onto H 2_ (E), and the operators U~ mapped to operators of multiplication by e ~t. This means 
that .%'_ is an incoming spectral representation f the group { U~- }. Similarly, ~'+ is an outgoing 
spectral representation of {U~-}. From the explicit formulas for U~j and U~ (j -- 1, 2, . . . ,  n), it 
follows that the passage from the }"_-representation f a vector f E 7/to its Y+-representation is 
accomplished as follows: ]+(A) = (SB)-I(A)f_(A). Thus, by [10], we have proved the following. 
THEOREM 4.5. The matrix (S~ (A)) -1 is the scattering matrix of the group { U~- } (of the operator 
Let S(A) be an arbitrary nonconstant (matrix-valued) inner matrix-valued function on the 
upper ha/f-plane (the analytic matrix-valued function S(A) on the upper ha/f-plane C+ is called 
inner]unction on C+ if IIS(A)II < 1 for A C C+ and S(A) is a unitary matrix for almost all A e R). 
Define lC = H~ 63 SH 2. Then, /C # {0} is a subspace of the Hilbert space H~_. We consider 
the semigroup of the operators Zt (t > 0) acting in/C according to the formula Zt~o = P[eiit%o], 
:= ~(A) 6 /C, where P is the orthogonal projection from H~_ onto ]C. The generator of the 
semigroup {Zt} is denoted by T : T~ = limt--.+0(it)-:(Zt~ - ~). T is a maximal dissipative 
operator acting in ]C, and its domain D(T) consist of all vectors ~ 6 ]C for which the above 
limit exists. The operator T is called a model dissipative operator (we remark that this model 
dissipative operator, which is associated with the names of Lax and Phillips [10], is a special case 
of a more general model dissipative operator constructed by Nagy and Foia~ [8]). We claim that 
S(A) is the characteristic function of the operator T. 
From the explicit form of the unitary transformation 5 r_ under the mapping ~_, we have 
7 /~ L 2 (~;E) , f  --+ ] -  (),) = ( I _ f ) (A ) ,D_  -~ H 2_ (E), 
D+ ~ S~H~ (E),7/ 63 (D_ @ D+) ~ H~ (E) @ SB H2 (E), 
These formulas show that the operator L~ (LK) is a unitary equivalent to the model dissipative 
operator with the characteristic function S B (A). Thus, we have proved the following. 
THEOREM 4.6. The characteristic function of the maxima/dissipative operator L~ (LK) coin- 
cides with the matrix-valued function SB(A ) defined by (4.1). The matrix-valued function S~(A) 
is meromorphic n the complex plane C and is an inner function in the upper half-plane. 
Let V~ (~, q) -- (e-i~ej, 0(A)(M +* (A) 4- B)-:Tej, S~*e-i~ej), j : 1, 2, . . . ,  n, where O(A) : 
¢(A) 4-X(A)M+(A). It must be noted that vectors V~ (j = 1, 2, . . . ,  n) for all A E ]~ do not belong 
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to 7-/. However, V~ (j = 1, 2, . . . ,  n) satisfies the equation £V = AV and the boundary condi- 
tion (3.2) for the operator £+. With the help of U~ (j = 1, 2, . . . ,  n), we define the transformation 
n n -- jr_ : f _. f_(;~), by (~:_f)(A):= ]_(A) := ~-~j=lf~()~)ej := (1 /v r~)~=l ( f ,  Vi, j)~e~ on the 
elements f : (~-, u, ~+), where ~-(~), ~+(¢) are smooth, compactly supported vector-valued 
functions, and u = {uk}(k C Z) is a finite vector-valued sequence. 
LEMMA 4.7. The transformation Jr_ isometrically maps H +_ onto L2(•;E), and for all f ,g 6 
H + the Parseval equality and the inversion formula are valid, 
1 
(f, g)~ = (A) [~; (A) dA, f - - -  U~f~ (A) dA, 
oo .= V f~ J - c~ j= l  
where  = ( j r _ / ) (A )  and  = 
We set V~(~,q) = (S+(A)e-i'X~ej,~(A)(M+()~)+ B*)-iTej,e-i) '~ej), j -- 1,2,... ,n. It must 
be noted that vectors V~ (j = 1, 2, . . . ,  n) for all A E R do not belong to 7-/. However, V~ (j = 
1, 2, . . . ,  n) satisfies the equation £V -- AV and the boundary conditions (3.2) for the operator £+. 
With the help of V~ (j = 1, 2, . . . ,  n), we define the transformation Jr+ : f --* ]+(A), by (jr+f)(A) 
= f+(A) = )'~qn__ 1 ~+(A)ej = (1/x/~-~))-~'=l(f, V~)n ej on the elements f = (V-, u, ~+), where 
~-(~), ~+ (q) are smooth, compactly supported vector-valued functions, and u = {uk}(k E Z) is 
a finite vector-valued sequence. 
LEMMA 4.8. The transformation jr+ isometrically maps H~ onto L2(R; E), and for all f, g C H + 
the Parseval equality and the inversion formula are valid, 
where ]+(A) ---- (jr+f)(A) and ~+(A) -- (jr+g)(A). 
Since SB + (A) is unitary matrix for all A E R, from the explicit expression for the vectors V~ 
and V~ (j = 1,2, . . . ,n)  it follows that V~ = E~=~S~(A)V~,  j = 1,2, . . . ,n,  where Z~ 
(j ,k = 1,2, . . . ,n)  are entries of the matrix S+(),). Therefore, by Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8, this 
implies H + = H +. Together with Lemma 4.2, this shows that 7-/-- H_ + = H+ , and Property (3) 
for U + above has been established for incoming and outgoings ubspaces. 
Thus, the transformation Jr_ maps 7-/isometrically onto L2(~; E); the subspace D_ is mapped 
onto H_ 2 (E), and the operators U + mapped to operators of multiplication by e i~. This means 
that Jr_ is an incoming spectral representation f the group {U +).  Similarly, Jr+ is an outgoing 
spectral representation of {U+}. From the explicit formulas for V~ and V~ (j =- 1, 2, . . . ,  n), it 
follows that the passage from the Jr_-representation of a vector f ~ ~ to its Jr+-representation 
is accomplished as follows, f+(A) = S+-I(A)f_(A). Thus, according to [10], we have proved the 
following. 
THEOREM 4.9. The matrix S +-~ (A) is the scattering matrix of the group {Ut + ) (of the operator 
r.+.). 
From the explicit form of unitary transformation Jr_ it follows that under the mapping Jr_, 
we have 
7-/--* L2(R;E), f -~/ - (A)  = (jr_f)(A), D_ ~ H2(E),  D+ ~ S+H2(E),  
7-l e (D_ @ n+) --* H~(E) 0 S+BH~(E), U+f ---+ ( j r _U2 .~_- i / _ ) (~)  ----- ei£t/_(~). 
These formulas show that the operator L + is a unitary equivalent o the model dissipative 
operator with the characteristic function S+(A). Thus, we have proved the following. 
THEOREM 4.10. The characteristic function of the maximal dissipative operator L + coincides 
with the function S+(A) defined by (4.1). The matrix-valued function S+(A) is meromorphic in 
the complex plane C and is an inner function in the upper half-plane. 
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5. THE SPECTRAL ANALYS IS  OF  THE 
MAXIMAL D ISS IPAT IVE  OPERATORS 
5.1. The General  Case 
Questions of the spectral analysis of the maximal dissipative operator L~ (L~) can be solved in 
terms of characteristic function. Thus, for example, the absence of the singular factor s + (A) in the 
factorization det S~ (A) = s + (£)~+ (A) (~+ (A) is the Blaschke product) ensures the completeness 
of the system of eigenvectors and associated vectors of the operator LiK (L~) in the space H (see 
[s,121). 
First, we use the following. 
LEMMA 5.1. The characteristic function SK~(A) of the operator L~K has the form, 
S/~ (A) := S~ (A) = X l  ( I  - KK* )  -1/2 (0  ± (~) - K )  ( I  - K*O ± (~))-1 ( I  - K 'K )  1/2 X2, 
where K is the Cayley transformation of the dissipative operator B, and O*(~) is the Cay- 
ley transformation of the matrix-valued function M~(A), ~ = (A - i)(A + i) -1, and X1 := 
( ImB) - I /2 ( I -K ) - I ( I -KK* ) I /2~ X2 :=( I -K*K) - I /2 ( I -K* ) ( ImB)  1/2, [ det XI[ = [ det X21--1. 
PROOF. In view of Theorems 4.6 and 4.10, we have S~(A) = (ImB) -1/2 (M~(A)+B)(M~(A)+ 
B*) -1 (Ira B) V2. Then, 
1 (B -B* )  ImB = 
1 
= ~ [(I - K) -1 (I + K) + (I + K*)( I  - K*) -1] 
=! 2 [ ( I -  g ) - I  + ( I -  K) -1K  + ( I -  g*)  -1 + K* ( I -  g*)  -1] 
=1 2 [(I-- K) - I  + ( I -  K) -1 - I+  (I--  g*) -1 + ( I -  K*) -1 - I] (5.1) 
= ( I -K )  - I+( I -K* )  -1 - I  
= (I - K) -1 [I -- K* + I - K - (I - K) (I - K*)] (I - K*) -1 
= (I - K) - I  (I  - KK* )  (I  - K*) -1 . 
Similarly, 
ImB = (I - K*) -1 (I  - K 'K )  ( I  - K)  -1 . (5.2) 
Let us denote by O~(A) the Cayley transformation of the accretive operator M~(A) for 
Im£ > 0. Then, we have M~(A) = - i ( I  - @~(),))-1(i + O~(£)), so we obtain 
M£ (~) + B = -~ [(I - O2 (~))-~ (I + O~ (~)) - (I - K) -~ (I + K)] 
=-- i  [ - - ( I - -O1 ~(A)) -1 (1 -O1 i (A ) ) -2 I+( I -g )  -1 ( I -K -21) ]  
: - i  [ - I+2( I -O~(A) ) - I+ I -  2 ( I -K )  -1] 
: -2~ [ ( i -  o~ (~))-~ - (±-  K) -~] 
= -2i  (I - K) -1 (o~ (~) - K) ( I -  O~ (~))-1 
Similarly, M~(A) + B* = -2 i ( I  - K*)- I ( I  - K*O~(A))(I - O~(A)) -1, and 
1 ( I -  O~ (A)) ( I -  K*O~ (A))-I ( I -  K*). (M~ (,~) + B*)-I = _ 2-i 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
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In view of (5.1)-(5A), we have 
SK ~ (A) = S~ (A) = Xl ( I  - KK*)-I /2(O±(~) - K ) ( I  - K*O±(~))(I - K*K)I /2x2, 
where O±(~) = O~(- i (~ + 1)(~ - 1)-1), X1 = ( ImB) - l /2 ( I  - K ) ( I  - KK*) 1/2, X2 = (I - 
K*K) - I ( I  - K*)(ImB) U2. It is evident hat ]detXll = [detX21 = 1. Hence, the lemma is 
proved. 
It is known [8,12] that the inner matrix-valued function S~(A) is a Blaschke-Potapov product if 
and only if detS~(A) is a Blaschke product. Then, it follows from Lemma 5.1 that the characteris- 
tic function S~(A) is a Blasehke-Potapov product if and only if the matrix-valued function X~(~) 
= (I - KK*)- I /2(O±(~) - K ) ( I  - g*o±(~)) - l ( I  - K'K)  1/2 is a Blaschke-Potapov product in 
a unit disk. 
In order to state the completeness theorem, we will first define a suitable form for the P-capacity 
[12,13]. 
Let /~ be an m-dimensional (m < co) Euclidean space. In /~, we fix an orthonormal basis 
el ,e2,. . .  ,era and denote by Ek (k = 1,2, . . . ,m)  the linear span of vectors el,e2,... ,ek. If 
M C Ek, then the set of x E Ek-1 with the property Cap {A : A E C, (x + Aek) C M} > 0 will be 
denoted by Fk- lM.  (Cap G is the inner logarithmic apacity of the set G C C.) The F-capacity 
of the set M c E is a number F - Cap M := sup Cap {), : A C C, Ael c F1P2... Pm-lM}, where 
the sup is taken with respect o all orthonormal basics in/~. It is known [12,13] that every set 
M C /~ of zero F-capacity has zero 2m-dimensional Lebesgue measure (in the decomplexified 
space/~), however, the converse is false. 
Denote by [El, the set of all linear operators in E. To convert [El into an n2-dimensional 
Hilbert space, we introduce the inner product (T, S) -- trS*T for T, S E [El (trS*T is the trace 
of the operator S'T) .  Hence, we may introduce the P-capacity of a set in [El. 
We will utilize the following important result of [12]. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let X(~) ([~[ < 1) be a holomorphic function with the values to be contractive 
operators in [El (i.e., [IX(~)][ _< 1). Then, for r-quazi-every strictly contractive operators K in E 
(i.e., for all strictly contractive K E [El possible with the exception of a set of P-capacity zero), 
the inner part of the contractive function XK(()  := ( I -KK* ) -~/2(X(~) -K) ( I -K*X(~) )  -1 ( I -  
K 'K )  1/2 is a Blaschke-Potapov product. 
Let A denote the linear operator in the Hilbert space H with the domain D(A). The complex 
number Ao is called an eigenvalue of the operator A if there exist a nonzero element yo E D(A), 
such that Ayo = AoYo. Such element Yo is called the eigenvector of the operator A corresponding 
to the eigenvalue A0. The elements Yl, Y2, • • •, Yk are called the associated vectors of the eigenvector 
y0 if they belong to D(A) and Ayj = A0yj + Yj-I,  j -- 1, 2 , . . . ,  k. The element y E D(A), y ~ 0 
is called a root vector of the operator A corresponding to the eigenvalue A0, if all powers of A 
are defined on this element and (A - AoI)'~y = 0 for some integer m. The set of all root vectors 
of A corresponding to the same eigenvalue A0 with the vector y = 0 forms a linear set Nx o and 
is called the root lineal. The dimension of the lineal N~ o is called the algebraic multiplicity of 
the eigenvalue A0. The root lineal N~ 0 coincides with the linear span of all eigenvectors and 
associated vectors of A corresponding to the eigenvalue A0. Consequently, the completeness of 
the system of all eigenvectors and associated vectors of A is equivalent to the completeness of
the system of all root vectors of this operator. 
Then, by summing all obtained results for the maximal dissipative operators L~. (L~), we have 
proved the following. 
THEOREM 5.3. For F-quasi-every strictly contractive K E [El, the characteristic function S~K(A) 
of the maxima/dissipative operator L~is a B1aschke-Potapov product, and spectrum of L~K is 
purely discrete and belongs to the open upper half plane. For P-quasi-every strictly contractive 
K ~ [El, the operator L~K has a countable number of isolated eigenvalues with finite algebraic 
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multiplicity and fimit points at infinity, and the system of all eigenvectors and associated vectors 
(or all root vectors) of this operators is complete in the space t2(Z; E @ E). 
5.2. The Scalar Case (The Discrete Dirac System) 
Let dim E = 1. Then, the characteristic function SB i (A) of the maximal dissipative operator 
L~B has the form (see (4.1)), 
(M~ (A) + B) 
:= (A) + 
where B E I2, Im B > 0. Then, we have the following. 
THEOREM 5.4. For a11 values orB with Im B > 0, except possibly for a single value B = Bo ~, the 
characteristic function SB ~ (A) of the maxima/dissipative operator L~ is a Blaschke product, and 
the spectrum of LiB is purely discrete and belongs to the open upper half-plane. The operator L~ 
(B ¢ Bo ~ ) has a countable number of isolated eigenvalues with finite algebraic multiplicity and 
limit points at infinity, and the system of all eigenvectors and associated vectors of this operator 
is complete in the space ~(Z;  E @ E). 
PROOF. It is clear from the explicit formula (5.5) that the S~(A) is an inner function in the upper 
half-plane and, moreover, is meromorphie n the whole A-plane (see Theorem 4.6). Therefore, it 
can be factored in the form, 
(A) = . (A ) ,  c = c (B )  > 0, 
where B~(A) is a Blaschke product. It follows from (5.6) that 
]SB i (A) I _~ e -c(B) ImA, ImA ~_ 0. (5.7) 
Further, expressing M~(A) in terms of SB(A), we find from (5.5) that 
(A) - B (5 .8 )  
- _ (A)  
If c(B) > 0 for some B (ImB > 0), then (5.7) implies that limt_~+~S~(it) = 0. Therefore, by 
(5.8) it follows that limt-.+ccM~(it) = -B .  Since M~(A) does not depend on B, this implies that 
c(B) can be nonzero at no more than a single point S = B~ (given by B~o = -limt-~+ooM~(it)). 
Hence, Theorem 5.4 is proved. 
REMARK. Since a linear operator S acting in the Hilbert space H is maximal accretive if and 
only if -S  is maximal dissipative, all results concerning maximal dissipative operators can be 
immediately transferred to maximal accretive operators. 
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